
Winboard Embedded Revision History 

• VERSION  DATE  

[Ticket ID] – Description 

 

• 10.1.4.0 01/27/2023 
[WBE-495] – Fixed issue with populating WBE-CT Testing-Upper/Lower limits after editing  
[WBE-499] – Fixed issue with Standards Compare Start Delay occurring for every step, it now occurs 

only at the start of the sequence  
[WBE-514] – Fixed Meter Testing Vector Screen save error  
[WBE-517] – Fixed WBE to WATT-Net sync, vector test results failed to sync to wattnet  
[WBE-472] – Added TVECTOR_TEST to WBE database and added manual entry fields to Meter 

Testing DataView  
[WBE-519] – Fixed issue with data-sync process where some inventory was not successfully syncing  
[WBE-471] – Added new Global/Local owner functionality similar to WATT-Net 6.0 and later  
[WBE-500] – Removed "XP" from the WE20XP nomenclature everywhere it's used  
[WBE-466] – Added data-sync for Oracle  
[WBE-513] – Added missing export fields to the Advanced Export Functionality (Missing export fields)  
[WBE-518] – Fixed issue with C phase CT Ratio Test result showing "0.00:0" in report 

 

 

• 10.0.0.5 06/24/2022 
[WBE-466] – Added syncing with Oracle WATT-Net database.  

[WBE-349] – Added Simultaneous CT Clamp Testing capability.  

[WBE-465] – Improved Site Report formatting.  

[WBE-480] – Added Start Delay and Settle time to Meter Testing Options . 

[WBE-427] – Added QHR functionality back to test sequences. 

[WBE-462] – Added System Clock check to address issues when dead system battery occurs. 

[WBE-381] – Added support for Barcode Prompting to accommodate Keyboard Wedge scanners. 

[WBE-221] – Fixed CH3 amplifier gain setting not getting updated for Dead Site Testing. 

[WBE-371] – Adjusted logic to ignore last 3 RX Model Numbers. 

[WBE-485] – Fixed issue with switching from Volt Squared Hrs to Watt Hrs with Bantam+  

[WBE-486] – Fixed issue with switching from Var Hrs to Volt Squared Hrs with Bantam+ 

[WBE-372] – Fixed Load Time issues in Edit DataView & Import/Export by moving server/database  

communication to separate thread.  

[WBE-378] – Fixed issue in Simple Site Report where it was not selecting Test Results from different  

Time of day. 

[WBE-383] – Fixed issue with syncing Validation Fields marked ‘Inactive’. 

[WBE-386] – Fixed issue when clearing "Found" column in meter test screen. 

[WBE-428] – Fixed issue when clearing “Found" column in meter test screen (new 

accumulated_energy). 

[WBE-453] – Fixed issue with Export/Import of flat-file data in Standards Compare Sequence Editor. 

[WBE-454] – Fixed issue with Sync Options: (P)rotected and (T)ests Only. 

[WBE-452] – Fixed issue with Sync Options: DataView field association(s). 

[WBE-468] – Fixed issue with syncing duplicate asset ID associate with multiple Operating 

Company(OpCo). 

[WBE-470] – Fixed Advanced Export functionality with incorrect Date Range. 

[WBE-363] – Fixed issue with Dead Site Testing and current generation for one phase at a time. 

[WBE-317] – Fixed issue with Dead Site Testing without external voltage applied.  



[WBE-316] – Fixed issue with Dead Site Testing with new D2 amplifier firmware and Max Load 

testing. 

[WBE-367] – Fixed issue when canceling (selecting ‘No’) in ‘Update M3230 Firmware’ editor. 

[WBE-368] – Fixed issue with External Seral Number prompting in Standards Compare testing. 

[WBE-377] – Fixed issue with Phase Angle measurements not displaying correctly in CT Test Screen. 

[WBE-379] – Fixed issue with querying saved Standards Compare test results. 

[WBE-385] – Fixed issue with WE20 properly controlling M3230 (ShopStand). 

[WBE-388] – Fixed issue with Barcode scanning functionality and data field(s) association. 

[WBE-425] – Fixed issue with formatting of ‘Test DateTime – Start’ in specific export condition(s). 

[WBE-499] – Fixed issue with Start Delay in Meter Testing associated with more than just first test  

step.  

[WBE-463] – Fixed issue with "Save As" in Transducer Testing. 

 

• 9.90.0.29 07/31/2020 
[WBE-320] – Enhancement -  Added filter for Winboard Embedded to WATT-Net syncing functionality 
that allows user to isolate specific equipment to sync, versus syncing all data from main server 
(requires WATT-Net v4.3 or greater).  
[WBE-331] – Enhancement - Use the same Site Lookup screen for both Edit Site Info and Load Site 
Info 
[WBE-307] - Enhancement - Simple Site Report Improvement - Test Date can be associated with any 
of (Meter/CT/PT/PowerQ/Harmonics/etc.) 
[WBE-337] – Enhancement - Show Accumulated watthours at conclusion of meter test 
[WBE-343] – Enhancement - Make meter test search more user friendly 
[WBE-346] -  Enhancement - Add Q-Hrs to available energy modes in test sequence editor 
[WBE-351] – Enhancement - Increase the over-current trip point for the D2 voltage amp when AMR 
option in Meter Testing is selected. 
[WBE-332] - Enhancement - Ability to type information into Site Name lookup to aid in finding the site 
you want to load/edit (Edit Site Info/Load Site Info - Site Information) 
[WBE-218] – Fixed Issue - View/Edit Test Results - Reports tab will not show all results if certain tests 
are run 
[WBE-220] - Fixed Issue – Intermittent issue with importing CT test result file.  
[WBE-222] - Fixed Issue -  Intermittent issue with importing PT test result file. 
[WBE-230] - Fixed Issue - Intermittent issue with importing CT test result file. 
[WBE-248] - Fixed Issue - Intermittent issue with importing PT test result file 
[WBE-224] - Fixed Issue - Cannot successfully import Customer Load Test Sequences 
[WBE-225] - Fixed Issue - When using Remote Desktop Connection, the meter testing window will 
shrink and become hard to use 
[WBE-226] - Fixed Issue - Site Report Wizard hanging on to deleted sites and throwing error if they 
are selected 
[WBE-228] - Fixed Issue - Customer Load - "Save As" saves changes to current and new test 
sequence 
[WBE-231] - Fixed Issue - Site Report: When creating a site report with one or multiple PTs only the 
first page is blank 
[WBE-234] - Fixed Issue - Transducer Data Not Selectable when Generating a Site Report 
[WBE-235] - Fixed Issue - PT Testing: If each phase is checked individually when test run test result 
save fails.  
[WBE-238] - Fixed Issue - View/Edit Test Results - Reverse Power results will overwrite regular 
power results in "Reports" view 
[WBE-239] - Fixed Issue - 6S Meter test unable to save if AF/AL is above about 1k for test steps 
[WBE-247] - Fixed Issue - CT/PT testing - clicking a phase checkbox while loading will not register 
properly 
[WBE-249] - Fixed Issue – Intermittent export issue in a single row to .csv  
[WBE-250] - Fixed Issue - Power Quality: Random Exception error occurs. 



[WBE-255] - Fixed Issue - Power Quality: Trend: If Static view is selected, then trend variables 
checked and added to screen, the variable values are incorrect.  
[WBE-263] - Fixed Issue - View/Edit Test Results - "Edit" Tab will jumble steps if report is pulled first 
[WBE-264] - Fixed Issue - Power Quality: Waveform: If archived data is loaded, then the live view 
button selected, the archived and live waveforms are both displayed simultaneously.  
[WBE-265] - Fixed Issue - View/Edit Test Results - Edit Tab - Manually Entering Data into 
Results_User fields will clear upon pressing "Save" 
[WBE-305] - Fixed Issue - Prairie Energy - Results_user## fields in tfaceplate table are not visible 
[WBE-310] - Fixed Issue - 'Old Site Convert' functionality not converting successfully. Need 'Legacy 
Site' to 'New Site' tables for WNB/WNE/WNL/WNP syncing. 
[WBE-312] - Fixed Issue - First standards compare with the external RD communications cable 
attached it prompts for the serial number. 
[WBE-313] - Fixed Issue - Missing CT Test Data on Report if No A Phase Measurement 
[WBE-318] - Fixed Issue - Meter length greater than 9 wraps to the next line. 
[WBE-326] - Fixed Issue - CT Probes prevent current generation on RWs in Meter Testing 
[WBE-328] - Fixed Issue - Advanced export not exporting correctly with certain paramters 
[WBE-333] - Fixed Issue - Issue with Standards Compare Testing & Communication (External SN 
and redundant prompt) 
[WBE-334] - Fixed Issue - Phase Angle not appearing in Standards Compare (B & C Phase Only) 
[WBE-336] - Fixed Issue - Need to update the full installer with the current KYZ_Tester executable. 
[WBE-347] - Fixed Issue - When trying to run Site Report- faceplate build error is displayed 
[WBE-350] - Fixed Issue - Unable to manually Delete Test Results in Editor. 
[WBE-353] - Fixed Issue - Tool bar buttons on Socket Power Setup needs to be enabled 
[WBE-355] - Fixed Issue - When configuring sync connection to wattnetplus DB - after successful 
connection if save link is not selected- exception error is displayed 
[WBE-356] - Fixed Issue - When retrieving test results with certain parameters- error regarding 
accuracies displayed 
[WBE-357] - Fixed Issue – Intermittent error displayed when importing meter test results 
[WBE-358] - Fixed Issue – Site Info - add Transducer issue. 
[WBE-359] - Fixed Issue - Delayed time when exiting meter test- taking approx 20 sec to exit Meter 
testing screen 
[WBE-360] - Fixed Issue - Help Button doesn't work on the main menu screen. 
[WBE-361] - Fixed Issue – Intermittent eror running Standards Compare test 
[WBE-362] - Fixed Issue - Admin - Options - unable to Full Sync with WN DB - error displayed 
[WBE-364] - Fixed Issue - When trying to run the Customer load test- “Customer Load Test 1” error 
displayed 
[WBE-365] - Fixed Issue - Unable to import standards compare with no Standard Mode- QHR option 
[WBE-366] - Fixed Issue - When adding a new test sequence with certain parameters - exception 
error is displayed 
[WBE-321] - Fixed Issue - Add support for new ANSI Accuracy Classes 
[WBE-344] - Fixed Issue - Updated ERCOT report with new info. 
[WBE-345] - Fixed Issue - No data in the 'Customer Field Descriptions' table building site report 
[WBE-259] - Fixed Issue - Bantam Profiles - If you load a Profile with a site loaded, it will 
automatically unload the site without prompting 
[WBE-322] – Fixed Issue - DataType mismatch from WBE db to WN db (accuracy_class, 
accuracy_class2, etc.) 

 

• 9.80.0.15   04/01/2020 

[WBE-329] – Enhancement - Disable Q-hr energy mode for Rx standard (adjusted in 9.90.0.29) 
[WBE-323] -  Enhancement - Change Accuracy Class from Decimal to String (VARCHAR) 
[WBE-324] – Enhancement – WNExpress Sync - Modify for Accuracy Class Changes 
[WBE-242] – Fixed Issue - CT Testing – Calculated Ratio shows for steps not run and will show for 
demag step. 
[WBE-319] – Fixed Issue - Cannot add meter to site unless synced with Watt-Net 
[WBE-325] – Fixed Issue - Watt-Hrs Fundamental Standard Mode Non-Functional 



[WBE-330] – Fixed Issue - Error in Power Quality with Waveforms - Graph not properly clearing when 
navigating from Live to Static views. 
[WBE-338] – Fixed Issue - ODBC error on sync after updating to v9.8 
[WBE-339] – Fixed Issue - Export for WATT-Net does not include test date in file 
[WBE-257] – Enhancement - Add FundamentalOnly Standard Modes 
[WBE-271] – Fixed Issue - Multiple tests on the same equipment not saving data correctly 

 

• 9.80 07/26/19 
1. Fixed issue with Meter Test overwriting CT test in Site Test Listing (WBE-245) 
2. Resolved issue with Site Report displaying Metrics data from different Metrics test than the date 

chosen (WBE-246) 
3. Addressed long screen lag issue when not connected to network (WBE-217) 

4. Fixed issue with Site report not displaying Transducer nameplate fields (WBE-237) 
5. Fixed issue in CT testing with calculated ratio showing for steps not tested (WBE-242) 
6. Added new firmware update for RX standard (WBE-253) 
7. Fixed issue with deleting Customer Load test sequences in editor (WBE-256) 
8. Added Fundamental Only Standard Modes (WBE-257) 
9. Addressed issue with long delay when cancelling a test with Windows IOT (WBE-261) 
10. Fixed issue with M3230 shop-stand adapter giving Open Current Circuit Error when switching 

from Boost to Non-Boost or vice versa (WBE-304) 
11. Fixed issue with ramp rate for addressing amplifier issues (WBE-311) 
12. Fixe issue with Watt-Hrs Fundamental Standard Mode (WBE-325) 
13. Removed Q-hrs from available Standard Modes. 
14. Added Windows IOT compatibility. 

 

• 9.70 03/15/19 
1. Fixed issue with Faceplate data (tfaceplate) update from teqp_meter at sync time (WNP-2725) 
2. Added logic to import WNBasic default DataView and validation data (WNP-2725) 
3. Fixed issue with pulling in all meter data for DataView (tfaceplate/teqp_meter - WNP-2725) 
4. Added logic to allow updating editable accuracy fields in Edit Test Results (WNP-2757)  
5. Fixed waveform display functionality in Power Quality Waveform (WNP-2533) 
6. Fixed typo on Site Information Meter Tab (WNP-2758) 
7. Added logic to handle duplicate results_userxx fields in Test Results Editor(s) (WNP-2756) 
8. Added logic to the Sync DataView button functionality in Options (WNP-2725) 

9. Added REV PWR column to test results table in site report (WNP-2759) 
10. Added logic for syncing trouble code and test reason data (WNP-2808) 
11. UPDATED we20datawindows.pbl project file (WNP2808) 
12. Fixed logic for keyboard control and data entry functionality when entering site/circuit (WNP-

2808) 
13. Added logic to for test date functionality (sample list – WNP-2780). 
14. Added logic to skip building sql if no accuracy results row (WNP-2648) 
15. Added logic for equipment lookup in Reference test results (WNP-2648) 

• 9.65 11/21/18 
1. Added logic to calculate WA if customer load test. (WNP2606) 
2. Added logic to accommodate all millisecond formats for legacy export (WNP2592). 

• 9.64 11/12/18 
1. Fixed issue with inability to drive Max Burden loads (WNP2544). 
2. Added logic to set Listener login each time a sync attempts to init a call to Listener client 

(WNP1950). 
3. Added logic to display site info instead of legacy site report button if configured for 

WNE/WNP sync. [View/Edit Test Results Menu] (WNP2587) 
4. Fixed issue with new milliseconds formatting error when exporting test results to legacy 

export format. (WNP2592).  

• 9.63 11/02/18 
1. Added check for energy direction when calculating WA (WNP2322) 



2. Fixed issue where WE and RW units would not drive the Max Load Resistors. 
3. Added debug messaging and logic for dataTask logic (WNP1950). 

• 9.62 10/23/18 
1. Fixed issue with check for missing ‘field_eqp_sync_control’ column (WNP2292). 
2. Fixed issue with virtual keyboard entry converting a double to an int (WNP2132). 
3. Added Listener connection options (WNP1950). 
4. Added logic to generate max burden list based on model type (bantam or not). (WNP2319). 
5. Increased max width of faceplate control (WNP2320). 
6. Added logic to meter base persistence (WNP2329). 
7. Modified labeling in Power Quality save dialog (WNP2333). 
8. Added option to reload site information if ‘pk’ failure (WNP2335). 
9. Fixed issue with Bantam not displaying the standard serial numbers if they could not be 

created due to auto-create flag (WNP2051). 
10. Resolved issue with Sequence test FL to LL going to zero current (WNP2392). 

• 9.60 09/26/18 
1. Added logic to check for a new setpoint of zero to DeEnergize. 
2. Added logic to handle standards compare voltages with 1 decimal point (WNP2132) 
3. Added logic to standards compare sync (WNP2051). 
4. Added Average PF and phase angle readings to Power Quality Display (WNP2173). 
5. Modified logic to now check that the current is below the Max allowed for Testing Max 

Current limit for B+ (5.1 amps) and RW (9.5 amps) (WNP2094). 
6. Changed the Gain Limit value to allow for higher burdens. 
7. Added sync logic for duplicate records (WNP1950). 
8. Fixed Max Connection check (WNP1950). 

9. Added autocreateeqp flag check logic (WNP2142). 

• 9.58 09/05/18    (8/24/2018?) 
1. Fixed incorrect weighted average displayed in full site report (WNP2012). 
2. Fixed issue with saving CT test results affected by percect_change exceeding column size 

(WNP1843). 
3. Fixed issue with CT results editor (WNP2127). 
4. Added updated we20datawindows.pbl (WNP2127).  
5. Updated setup project version (WNP2127). 
6. Fixed issue with out of position exit button in profile editor (WNP2092). 

7. Fixed issue with not setting CT info from a profile (WNP2092).  
8. Added logic to allow user to unload site if DB error-193 ‘pk’ error (WNP2133). 
9. Added logic to load archived waveform data (WNP2134). 
10. Added site report vector diagram options (WNP2149). 

• 9.57 07/27/18 
1. Added information to site reports for lagging phase angles 

• 9.53 07/19/18 
1. New feature: limit the information synced between Winboard Embedded and WATT-Net 

products 
2. Fixed issue with Weighted Average not exporting to a file 
3. Fixed issue with Legacy WATT-Net Mode where “site test” was not setting the datetime 

• 9.52 06/12/18 
1. Fixed issue with calculating Weighted Average if a Creep step is the last step in a test 
2. Fixed issue with not correctly verifying the current on a Creep step 

• 9.50 06/06/18 
1. Added the Simple Site Report 
2. Changed the metrics to display instantaneously instead of average 
3. Corrected calculations for the calculated CT Ratio 
4. Updated the Full Site Report to display the ratio result as a typical CT ratio 
5. Fixed a bug with “Clear on New Meter” not firing in all situations 

• 9.49 05/23/18 
1. Added logic to run tasks in the WATT-Net Plus feature “Data Tasks” 



2. Fixed problem with not enabling OK button after selecting a site in the Site Test Listing dialog 
3. Enabled desired_accuracy field for editing 
4. Fixed the root cause issue with Customer Load DMD testing with RX standard 
5. Added mod_date and mod_by to the sync for meter and CT test results 
6. Fixed issue where a null CT or PT ratio would cause an exception 
7. Fixed issue where not all CT test phases would be available to choose in the test date pick 

list 
8. Fixed issue with CT results not showing in the full site report if the parameter was set to ALL 
9. Fixed the blank pages in site reports 
10. Fixed bug where meter class would not sync 
11. Fixed bug where readings would occasionally not sync 

12. Added a warning if the test results failed to save  
13. Added logic to send "CL" test results during a sync 
14. Fixed issue in site report where graphs and results would occasionally fail to render 

• 9.48 04/24/18 
1. New Feature: Simple Site Report 

• 9.47 04/09/18 
1. Changed the Weighted Average calculation so that a 0 is not stored for a failed calculation. 

• 9.45 02/16/18 
1. Added AF/AL, 1P/3P WA Limits 
2. Fixed the logic for the External RD control in Utility  
3. Removed the 180 degree phase correction for even order harmonics 
4. Fixed the Null Object Reference error when trying to open the External RD control in 

FormUtils. This feature now has the internal standard setup as Site Emulation which has the 
currents reversed so it looks like the standard is outside the unit. 

5. Fixed issue where test location would not sync 

• 9.44 01/09/18 
1. Added option to set the WA limits in the meter test screen 

• 9.42  11/07/17 
1. Added pass/fail colors to the Site Report 

2. Added support for syncing with new tables in WNP database rev92 

• 9.41  10/03/17 
1. Updated sync process to work with WATT-Net Database revision 90 
2. Updated firmware version to FA008809.01 
3. Fixed issue with Harmonics data not saving if Save Trend Data option was checked 

4. Fixed issue with network check not being triggered properly 
5. Fixed cross-threading issue in Power Quality 

• 9.40  08/25/17 
1. Added Site Test Listing report 
2. Added option to hide sites that have a test date 

3. Site test listing dialog now checks that a row is selected before enabling the OK button 
4. Added logic to redisplay site listing if the site, circuit, eqp selection screen is cancelled out of 
5. Fixed issue with ReversPower/Std Mode logic falsely creating test results 
6. Fixed issue with mapped DataView columns that did not exist in WBE eqp tables 
7. Fixed issue with not checking for a network connection before unsubscribing from network 

change event 
8. Changed Site column to display Premise No 
9. Fixed issue with Site Test Listing not setting the site index column (used for selecting a site to 

load) 
10. Fixed issue with the Database field not displaying the keyboard on click event 
11. Minor GUI color issues fixed 

• 9.34  06/16/17 
1. Fixed issue of displaying a -0 accuracy 
2. Added more variance to the emulated test results 
3. Changed accuracy list sort routine to fix issue with displaying the wrong min/max values 



4. Changed Accuracy Class for CT/PT equipment and test tables to sync correctly with WATT-
Net DB versions 82 and higher, in anticipation of future updates. 

5. Fix for issue when syncing metric, harmonic, and wiring check data that was associated with 
a Site Name that contained apostophes ( ' ). 

6. Fixed issue with standards compare prompting to change the standard mode between 
elements 

7. Fixed voltage axis error during standards compare when going from Whr to Varhr test point 
8. Changed standards compare to retrieve the External Serial Number before 

MeterTestingStart(); 

• 9.33 05/25/17 
1.  Added code to Wait for the D2 I2C to be ready before reading or writing to I2C 
2. Changed the sleep time from 750mSec to 1000mSec after the D2 EEPROM is flashed 

3. Added a call to clear the D2 Reset before the Object is created 
4. Disabled the logic around FundamentalPhaseMeasurment so that is always disabled 

• 9.32 05/01/17 
1. Fix the logic for the firmware check for the WE-20 and WE-30 

• 9.31  04/20/17  
1. Removed the Demand test step from the list of customer load test types to prevent a critical 

error.  
2. Added logic to omit a Demand test step from existing test sequences that are run in customer 

load testing to avoid a critical error. If a Customer Load test sequence is loaded, it provides a 
warning message that the DMD test row is going to be removed from the sequence.  

3. Added logic to force the Disable and Enable of the Clamp Ports on power up so that the 
status would be correct.  

4. Added function calls to Disable, Enable, and read the status of all of the Clamp Ports.  
5. Fixed the variable name that is used for the Bantam+ and WE for the Gen Board firmware 

version so that the firmware update will not run on startup every time.  
6. Added logic to set the static IP address of the RX/EGON on start of the application.  
7. Fix issue with Dead Site Test where the test would not start if the unit detected current on the 

C element.  
8. Added logic to Disable and Re-Enable the C-Phase clamp port for the RX.  
9. Fixed issue where the background processes become overloaded if the sync button is 

pressed multiple times.  
10. Fixed issue with site report where the equipment number was stored as a string; now stores 

values to associate the equipment numbers to the selection.  
11. Fixed bug in site report to display separate test results correctly instead of displaying data 

from 1 test for all tests.  
12. Improvements to the building of the site report.  
13. Various fixes and improvements for syncing.  

• 9.30 03/22/17 
1. Added compatibility with the new RX standard. 
2. Added syncing for Transducers and Transducer Test results to WATT-Net. 
3. When creating a new piece of equipment on a site, a prompt will now appear offering to copy 

the values of the equipment you currently have loaded. 
4. Improved load times of standards compare results. 
5. Sites with duplicate names are now handled correctly by the site selection drop down. 
6. The “Unload Site” button now only appears when a site is loaded. 
7. Choosing to save in the .dat file format without changing the default name will now save in 

the .dat file format. 
8. Added character limits to the inputs to ensure values are within the acceptable range. 
9. Fixed an issue where 2 new circuits on a site would prevent a sync. 
10. Several changes to the saving and loading of sites and associated site information so that 

sites are loaded and saved properly. 
11. Sites will now unload if a deletion occurs. 



12. A warning message will display if transducers were not able to be created during a sync 
because auto create equipment is turned off. 

13. Fixed issue with not exporting data in % Fundamental format. 
14. Power Quality exception errors now display to the message line. 
15. Fixed issue with va_mag data getting exporting with va_phase data instead of va_mag data. 
16. Fixed an issue with setting the Var-Hour modes. The case: in the switch statment had Upper 

case letters in the strings. I had to change all to lower case. 
17. Made the standard mode listing match for the mass changer and each individual test row 

drop-down list. 
18. Fixed the Help and Exit buttons on the Quick Test Menu. 
19. Fixed issue with generic error message showing if no DataView exists.   
20. Fixed the logic to set the pulse output of the External RD-3x standard in Standards compare. 
21. Fixed a boosting issue when using the shop stand that would cause amplifiers to fail. 
22. Added logic in RunDemag function to pause RD metrics before running through demag test 

steps. 
23. Legacy WattNet will no longer sync if WBE is using the new WNPlus/Express/Basic options. 

• 9.22 02/08/17 
1. Fixed issue with 'DataViewSync' not properly trying to give User61-100 to fields that have 

widths greater than 20. 
2. When editing the fields in the test screen, the modify date for CT/PT will now also update so 

that changes will be pushed up during a sync. 
3. When loading a CT or PT, each phase will now load with the equipment that was last tested 

on it, even if each phase was tested separately. 
4. In the DataView editor, the Initial Value column is now tested against the width set for a row. 

If the Initial Value has a length greater than the width set for the row, the value will be 
rejected. 

5. Mentions of Watt Net changed to WATT-Net, DataView to DataView, and corrected typo 
"Intializing" to "Initializing". 

• 9.21 12/06/16 
1. Improved site syncing functionality 

▪ Sites and circuits deleted in WATT-Net are now deleted in Winboard Embedded 
▪ Sites and circuits that are created in Winboard Embedded and not synced can be 

deleted locally; if the site is created in Winboard Embedded and synced to WATT-
Net, the site cannot be deleted locally and must be deleted in WATT-Net 

2. Added “Auto Create Equipment” option  
3. Added logic to automatically adjust the position column in the DataView when adding or 

changing the positions of other rows 
4. Fixed issue where a NULL date for creation or modification was preventing the equipment or 

site from updating during a sync 
5. Fixed issue causing on the first step in a CT test to sync 
6. Fixed syncing issues with CTs and PTs 
7. Fixed issue with saving circuit data if an apostrophe existed in the circuit name 

• 9.20 10/12/16 
1. When a barcode is scanned, it will now ask which definition you wish to use if more than one 

definition fits the scanned barcode length 
2. If the service wire has no value on a loaded site, it will now be set to 2 
3. Bug fixes for adding and deleting sites 
4. CT and PT ratios now default to 1:1 if no value is provided 
5. Setting the sync time to 0 will not take effect immediately without requiring a restart of the 

application 
6. Loading a meter now checks if the phase is an integer before attempting to save 
7. Can now load a site with commas in the name 
8. When doing a DataView sync, Standard SN is now added if it exists in the WATT-Net 

DataView 
9. When loading a site, it now defaults to the first site in the list 
10. Readings and comments now show the correct date and time 



11. Fixed error caused by invalid index when retrieving Results User Fields 
12. Fixed a sync issue with MFR data  
13. Fixed issue with creep step having the incorrect amps 
14. Fixed a bug caused by performing a DataView sync after a normal sync 
15. Improvements and bug fixes to syncing meter data 
16. Added a Last Sync field below the sync button 
17. When loading a site, CTs and PTs are now associated with the phase they were last tested 

on 

• 9.15 09/27/16 
1. Standards Compare: Added logic to check for specific standard modes before prompting user 

to set the external standard mode 
2. Data Sync: Fix to a bug preventing a full sync if an incremental sync had already occurred 

already since application start. Spelling fix preventing syncing test comments. 

• 9.14 09/22/16 
1. Fixed auto-update for WE units 
2. Fixed an issue with D2 amplifiers resetting out of sequence 
3. Reverted control constants for Bantam back to 9.11 values 

• 9.13 09/02/16 
1. Improved sync speed with Watt-Net database by changing format of SQL statements 
2. Fix to check valid DataView columns when saving to meter faceplate 
3. Fixed issue with saving faceplate data after loading a meter that contains data fields with 

apostrophes 
4. Fixed Advanced Export error caused by unexpected accuracy values in the DataView 

• 9.12 08/15/16 
1. Demand test fixes for Bantam+ 

▪ The logic for the Bantam+ is as follows: 

• For a DMD test row the software will energize both the Voltage and current 
so that the hardware can determine the values needed to drive the amplifiers 
to obtain the desired test conditions 

• Once the values are In-Control and stabilized the Current will be removed 
(Set to Zero with the current path relays Open) and the Pre-Test Dialog box 
will open which will allow for the user to Reset the demand registers and do 
whatever is necessary to get the meter ready for the demand test.  

• Once the OK button on the Pre-Test Dialog box is clicked, then the RD 
accumulators are enabled and the current is re-applied to the meter. 

• The test will run for the desired amount of time or the desired amount of 
energy. 

• When the EOT condition is met, the current is once again removed from the 
meter and reference standard allowing the user to read the meter and enter 
into the Post-Test Dialog box the results to obtain an accuracy for the test. 
The Meter and the Reference should both have seen exactly the same 
energy for the test step. 

▪ The logic for the RW/WE units is very similar except they do not require the steps to 
get the current into control BEFORE the test starts. These units are capable of 
adjusting the current sources AND measuring accumulated energy at the same time. 

2. Data sync fixes 
3. Site Report fixes 
4. Control loop fixes for the RW/WE products. 
5. Transducer test seq: allow for phase angles with 3 whole numbers 
6. Control loop fixes 8/2/16 
7. Fixed Advanced Export issue with exporting test steps out of order 
8. Control loop issues 8/9/16 
9. Fixed issue with not using demand test revs entered in the “Start Demand Test” dialog 
10. Fixed issue with unhandled exception occurring at end of a demand test if no meter di value 

was entered 



• 9.11 04/13/16 
1. Added logic in DetermineModel to put the Amplifiers in Reset to fix an intermittent Amplifier 

issue 
2. Changed the on Application.Exit to ensure proper application exit.    ///                              
3. Fixed issue of missing icons on main menu for Bantam and NS testboard 
4. WNExpress/Plus: WattNetDataTransfer should now push any meter,ct, and pt test results 

that haven't already been pushed if a full sync is selected 
5. Added option to launch ODBC Admin from the WNExpress/Plus Connection Options window 
6. WNExpress/Plus: WattNetDataTransfer will now push site information on a full sync. 
7. fixed some typos causing sql errors when syncing, as well as fixes to full sync which caused 

syncing to abruptly stop for meter syncing 
8. Import layout now sets width to 10, caused issues when not set in WattNet 
9. RD Extnernal Comm: Reordered the setting of the WE20Control and M3230Control to null in 

buttonExtRDComm_Click 
10. WECO95 DLL: hanging after trying to close under Windows XP TFS 2670 is a problem in the 

Weco95.dll. Version 3.0.215.80 resolves this issue. 
11. Fixed issue with legacy Site Report not building correctly 
12. CT Testing: Fixed shutdown procedure – reset the measurement control loop back to Normal 

Mode 
13. Internal Standard Control: Fixed logic that sets the mode for the metrics thread. 
14. Site Report: Fixed issue with not displaying the DataView for an individual meter report 
15. Manual Mode Meter Testing: Fixed issue of not allowing decimal values for initial energy 

value 
16. Manual Mode Meter Testing: Fixed issue with running manual mode tests on RW units 
17. Legacy Site Report: Fixed issue with running back-to-back reports 

 

• 9.1  03/24/16 
1. Added Manual Mode Meter Testing (for meters with now optics pulse output) 
2. Added option to do a Demand Test “By Revs or Pulses” 
3. Modified logic for determining the type of test kit that Winboard Embedded is controlling 
4. WNExpress/Plus Data Sync: Added logic to sync the Validation data from the central 

WNExpress/Plus database 
5. WNExpress/Plus Data Sync: Site Information - Added functionality to allow for creating new 

sites from Winboard Embedded 
6. Fixed issue with not handling an uninitialized PRB board 

• 9.098 02/25/16 
1. Added a Sync option to allow for a Full or an Incremental Sync to WNE/WNP 
2. Fixed issue of meter test comments failing to sync due to apostrophes 
3. Fixed issue of the transducer results display option not matching the actual setting (initially, until 

the setting in options was updated) 

• 9.097 02/10/16 
1. Fixed Site Information issues:   

a. Site Information: Meter Tab - test amps field was labeled incorrectly in the keyboard 
b. Site Information: CT Tab - don't clear the ratio and model no fields when adding a new 

CT                              
2. Disabled the VI gating for everything EXCEPT for Remote Control of the Internal RD standard. 
3. Turned Meter Emulation OFF before RD Remote or PCSuite 

• 9.096 12/20/15 
1. Fixed issues with syncing trouble codes and comments with WNE/WNP 

• 9.095 12/13/15 
1. Fixed issues with accuracy datawindows not saving properly 

• 9.094 12/8/15 
1. Fixed issue with exporting new tfaceplate fields (tester_id/test_reason/trouble...)  
2. Added 250ms delay before calling GetRDInfo to alleviate the "Error Communicating to 

standard" message seen on a Bantam Plus 



• 9.093 11/22/15 
1. Added logic to export meter test results in percent error (option is in the export dialog) 
2. Fixed issue with WNP sync that was causing the DataView rows to be numbered out of order 
3. Fixed issue with CT sync crashing due to invalid sql syntax 
4. Fixed issue with deleting tester_id and test_reason - and not transferring to WATT-Net Basic 

correctly 
5. Fixed issue with exporting results in percent error 

 

• 9.092 10/9/15 
1. Added option to allow or not allow automatic DataView sync with wattnetplus DB.  If a 

different DataView is needed than what is contained in wattnetplus DB (readings…) then the 
option should be turned off. 

• 9.010 9/4/15    Added logic to fix bug with clearing accuracy fields that don't exist in faceplate 

• 9.010 9/4/15 Added more functionally to the Site editor 

• 9.010 9/4/15    Added WattNetPlus/Express Site Report and DataView Sync up 

• 8.994 7/1/15 Fixed issue with not handling comport numbers greater than 10 

• 8.993 6/12/15   Fixed code for normalizing the phase angle 

• 8.992 6/12/15 
1. Fixed the logic for Normalizing Phase to NOT use a loop 
2. Enabled VI gating on startup or just Fundamental Phase  based on RD Firmware version 
3. Zero the Phase reading if the Voltage or Current for a given axis is zero. 
4. Corrected the SIGN of the Phase error for PT testing 

•  

• 8.991   06/03/15 Bantam + CT Testing: Fixed phase angle shift 

• 8.99    06/02/15 Added logic to take multiple readings and average for CT testing 

• 8.98    06/01/15 Fixed the setting of the voltage relays when doing a Transducer Test on the Bantam+ 

• 8.97    06/01/15 QuickTestMenu & UserControlLegacyMainMenu - Added Watt-Net Plus Sync up to 
the Bantam + test screen 

• 8.96    05/22/15 QuickTestMenu: Relocated the timerPostOpen enable to the last line in the Load 
event.  This fixed a crash seen on the Bantam +  

• 8.95    05/19/15 Added The RW3x_Non_Source to locations with the RW3x to support CT testing and 
Demag 

• 8.94 5/18/15 
1. Power Quality: Wiring Check - Fixed issue with incorrect Delivered/Received energy 

message 

• 8.93 Fix Power Quality load issue 

• 8.92 Fix CT and PT RFC sync up 

• 8.91 Fix Metrics and Wiring Check sync up 

• 8.9 03/31/15 
1. Added data synchronization with WATT-Net Express/Plus 
2. Fixes to Standards Compare (removed “as found column, summary stats re-calculated after 

each test step is run) 
3. Added support for the RW-3x units 
4. Power Quality: Added line-to-line voltage readings 
5. CT Testing:  

▪ Added dead site CT testing 
▪ Fixed clamp polarity issue 
▪ Fixed phase angle error  
▪ Fixed graph scaling 

6. DataView: Allow duplicated columns on multiple rows (DataView Editor) 
7. DataView: Added support for the following date/time formats 

▪ yyyy-dd-mm 

▪ yyyy-mm-dd 

▪ yy-dd-mm 



▪ yy-mm-dd 

▪ YYYYMMDD 

▪ YYYYDDMM 

▪ yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss 

▪ yy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss 

▪ yyyy/mm/dd 

▪ yy/mm/dd 

• 8.88 09/19/14 
1. Added logic to account for the current probe multiplier for Watts, VA, etc. 

• 8.87 08/19/14 
1. TFS 4470: ClassTransducerTesting - Changed the sercice type to "1 Phase" for all 

transducers for Bantam+ 

• 8.86  08/13/14   
1. TFS 515. ClassAmplifierObject: Added logic to determine if the Bantam+ has the new 

amplifier board and adjust the gain calculations correctly 

• 8.85  08/08/14 
1. Added debugging to ClassSerialComm 

• 8.84 7/18/2014 
1. Bantam Plus: Fixed control issues when testing forms 4, 6 & 8 

• 8.8 5/05/2014 
1. Fixed justification issue with exporting data 
2. Fixed voltage control issue for Bantam Plus 

• 8.7 4/27/2014 
1. Demand test: Open current relays to stop energy accumulation on meter 
2. Demand Test: Turn off voltage/current LEDs after a test completes 
3. Bantam Plus: Site Info – Corrected the CT burden values 

• 8.694 4/16/2014 
1. CT Testing: Fixed problem of not saving CT results if only burden test was run 
2. Windows 7: Fixed issues with Windows 7 comport state causing RD to transmit error 

messages 
3. Windows 7: Fixed issues with launching external apps 
4. Voltage/Current/Phase Angle Control: added logic to make control loop more stable 
5. Power Quality: gather data for all tabs (not just the tab being viewed) 
6. Bantam Plus: “check for updates” searches separate ftp folder 
7. Bantam Plus: Clamp multiplier is now used 
8. Bantam Plus: Early enable of CT test has been fixed 
9. Double Clicking Exit on Meter Test screen causes failures has been resolved 
10. Bantam Plus: CT Max Burden DropDownList box now has 1.0 and 2.0 for B+ 
11. CT Testing: Fixed prompt to Save Form, Kh, etc changes when exiting CT Testing screen 
12. Bantam Plus: Fixed the initial +400 Volts for first Bantam+ Transducer Test 
13. Disabled all of the Form toolBars until the form is loaded 
14. Bantam Plus: Form 6 B-Element test is running backwards. Fixed 
15. Meter Testing: Keep the Exit button disabled while energized if in Loop mode or Pause 

mode 

• 8.61 3/19/2014 
1. Fixed problem of not saving CT results if only burden test(s) were run 
2. Made changes where external apps were being launched to used '\\' for the working 

directory setting instead of '/'.  This is needed for Windows 7 Embedded 
3. Removed the Remote Assistance button – company firewall issues prevent it from working. 

• 8.6 1/14/2014 
1. Added logic to keep the Creep button disables for Customer Load testing as the voltage is 

always present and not controlled by the WE-20. 
2. When entering the Customer Load testing screen the Optics selection was not being set to 

the selection of the first row of the test sequence. This has been fixed. 



3. In the Customer Load Testing screen the test would not run because it would no longer 
count revs because this object thought that the meter was not energized. 

• 8.5      12/19/2013 
1. Released 

• 8.48 12/18/2013 
1. TFS 1392. Resolved. Fixed the issue for Start, Adjust Optics and Creep. Can no longer get 

an exception error when trying to Cancel and exit quickly from the test screen. 
2. TFS 2184. Resolved the issue of the upper/lower case for the Sine table filenames. 
3. In the Advanced Testing screen for the WE-20 we were getting exception errors for null 

objects when loading. Logic was added to prevent firing the events while the text boxes are 
being initialized. 

4. Fixed the Default Gain for the current channels for the WE-20 which were too high by a 
factor of 2 which caused the control loop to not work correctly for only the WE-20 

• 8.47 12/17/2013 
1. TFS 1392. Resolved the issue with quickly Starting/Cancel/Exit from the test screen causing 

an unhandled exception error. 
2. TFS 1562. Removed the Vb and Vc fields from the Sine Selection editor. 
3. Moved the BR1 data structure to the ClassRDControl so that the results can be stored 

directly into the Primary and Secondary results. 
4. Fixed the problem which was causing the WE20 to have an Exception error when going to 

the CT or PowerQuality test screens. 
5. Added try / catch logic in several places to display error messages rather than the generic 

Exception Error message.  

• 8.46     11/20/2013 
1. Added a Save button on the About screen that will save the version information to a user 

selected .csv or .txt file. 

• 8.45     11/15/2013  
1. TFS 1972 – Fixed the exporting CT results to CSV file. When the user selected CSV, the 

output was a different file type. 
2. Changed the required RD firmware to 07.20.69. This version changed the TS-BR1 metrics 

to use 2 cycle averaging instead of 1 cycle averaging for the burden steps. 
3. For the B+, when leaving a testing screen, the voltage and current relays are getting reset 

back to their default power on settings. 
4. In the B+ CT testing screen logic was added to select the proper voltage range, current relay 

settings and RD measurement mode needed for CT testing. 
5. For CT testing changed the form used from 10S to 9S to allow the KYZ to control the safety 

relay interlock for the TSBR1. This REQUIRES that the voltage connections are connected 
to socket terminals 11 and 17. Also a Relay board must be added to the TS-BR1. 

6. Additional conditional logic was added to support the testing of the B+ amplifier on a WE-20. 

• 8.44     11/11/2013 
1. TFS 1959 - Resolved. Changed the logic to keep the About / Help buttons enabled even if 

the check for the RD firmware version fails. Also added to the error message the actual 
firmware version if the check fails. 

2. TFS 1960 - Resolved. When the check for the RD firmware version is checked it now returns 
the proper version. 

3. TFS - Resolved. A change was made that fixed a potential bug where the software might 
lock up after doing a CT test. 

4. TFS 1957 - Resolved. Fixed the labels for the 1.0 and 2.0 burden steps in both the limits 
editor and the parallelogram. 

5. TFS 1956 - Resolved. Added logic to verify the proper connections for running a Demag 
test. 

6. Added logic to display the Voltage, Current and Phase in the Bantam+ CT testing screen.  
7. TFS 1966 and 1964 - No Problem found. With the addition of the logic of item 6 we should 

be able to identify what might be going on. Most likely a bad connection in the socket / 
adapter. 

8. TFS 1963 - No Problem found. 



9. Changed the required RD firmware version to 07.20.68. This fixes the problem with the 
polarity of the current clamp for the TS-BR1. 

• 8.43 11/08/2013 
1. Check for minimum required RD firmware version on startup 
2. Amplifiers: Added Output Range logic to both Voltage and Current channels to prevent 

blowing FETs in the amplifiers. 
3. Corrected logic for auto updating CSM and VRB firmware versions. 

• 8.42 11/05/2013 
1. CT Testing: Fixed issue with multiple saves during same test session 
2. Added auto check for minimum required versions of CSM & VRB firmware versions on 

startup… will auto update if required. 
3. Reset the Voltage range back to the 600v range on shutdown 
4. Amplifiers: Fixed the logic in RangeCheck to prevent the Output from going to full scale 

• 8.41 10/25/2013 
1. Transducer Testing: Fixed accuracy rounding problem  
2. Bantam Plus: Added CT testing 
3. TFS 1827 is a duplicate of 1834 or at least was resolved in 8.392 
4. TFS 1364 Additional Logic has been added to the ClassAmplifier to prevent the output from 

overdriving 

• 8.4 08/06/2013 
1. Bantam Plus: Enabled Transducer testing 
2. Added option for "Internal Master" when running standards compare  
3. Bantam Plus: Fixed phase angle display during a demand test 
4. Bantam Plus: Disable metrics that cannot be adjusted once out of "adjust mode" 
5. Bantam Plus: Allow only "1 Phase" in service type drop-down lists for Bantam Plus 
6. Firmware: Changed minimum required firmware rev to 8808.01.  Fixed a communications 

problem with the Amplifier boards 
7. Meter Test Sequence Editor: Added column mass changing to Meter Test Sequence editor 
8. Meter Testing: Fixed datawindow persistor (columns "remember their position if moved) 
9. Bantam Plus: Fixed “meter in position” logic 
10. Bantam Plus: Added logic to display B & C element test current and phase angles 

correctly after stabilization mode 

• 8.3 03/19/2013 
1. Fixed issue with demand test not working on the WE-20 
2. Fixed issue with metrics not updating during a customer load test on a WE-20 

• 8.2 02/14/2013 
1. Meter Testing: fixed issue with weighted average getting prematurely calculated. 
2. Fixed issued with displaying Weighted Average 

• 8.1 02/07/2013 (Release Internally Only) 
1. Meter Testing: Fixed issues with Pause Mode 
2. Meter Testing/Standards Compare: Fixed issues with Standard Mode terminology 
3. Standards Compare: Fixed issue with user prompted when energy mode hadn’t changed. 

• 8.0 01/21/2013 (Released Internally Only) 
1. Added functionality to support the Bantam Plus 
2. Meter Testing: Fixed column persistence… columns remember their location if they are 

moved 
3. Meter Testing: Added option to power meters with AMR modules (fixes phase angle control 

issues) 
4. Meter Testing: Fixed problem with being able to save without entering a Meter #. 
5. Standards compare: fixed problem with % registration results not fitting correctly on the 

screen 
6. CT Testing: Fixed CT test results to only save 1 test date/time for all phases - ON Save. 
7. Fixed various voltage/current/phase angle control issues 
8. Import/Export: Fixed various Import/Export issues 
9. Changed logo to “Winboard Embedded” 



• 7.9 08/03/2012 
1. CT Testing: Fixed issue in CT Burden Testing were burden between 0.1 ohm and 4.0 was not 

getting set correctly 
2. Power Quality: Fixed the logic to enable the 2.5 Z-Coil meter in  
3. Site Information: Added a search option when choosing a site to load 
4. Advanced Testing: Fixed problem with messages getting overwritten at form load time 
5. Customer Load: Fixed customer load sequence editor issues when deleting a sequence 
6. Fixed logic in Import/Export where the padding of spaces will be Added functionalidy to 

properly format fields/values with new 'masking' functionality. 
7. Fixed the issue with duplicate selections in the drop-down box for the Validation Codes 

Editor.  
8. Added ModelNo to socket mapping DB table,editors 
9. Added to string leading or lagging depending on justification format. 
10. Added option for selecting a base type of 'T'  
11. Added Bantam Plus functionality 
12. Fixed customer load sequence editor issues when deleting a sequence 
13. Fixed 'keyboard' from popping up when double-clicking checkboxes/drop downs in Site edit. 
14. Fixed null value error in Site Report when trying to determine calculated ratio in 

FormSiteReport.DisplayCalculatedRatio. 
15. Disabled customer load, CT/PT test button for bantam plus 
16. Added tablogic in FormDWEditCustomStructure, so keyboard wouldn't pop-up when loading 

'Default' DataView and a textbox field has focus. 
17. Added Dialog to notify user that you cannot edit CT test results when you have chosen to 

'Load All'. 
 

• 7.8 02/21/2012 
1. Standards Compare: Added Column buttons to standards compare test sequence editor for 

mass changing values 
2. Meter Testing/Standards Compare: Fixed problem with not displaying meter test results in 

percent error and standards compare results in percent registration 
3. CT Testing: Display CT test sequence as a fixed sequence (allows for re-running CT test 

points 
4. CT Testing: Display CT Calculated Ratio in same format as CT faceplate ratio 
5. CT/PT Testing: Added logic to autoscale the CT and PT parallelogram  
6. Control Loop: Fixed the setting of the phase angles for Element testing. This is now done as 

Single Phase for all element testing 
7. Ansi/customer load Test Sequence Editors: Added prompt when adding/deleting rows to 

allow for more control 
8. Added code to check if 'Global Export Path' exists, if not, "C:\wecoapps\we20" becomes 

default 

• 7.7 12/08/2011 
1. Added Script File functionality to Advanced Testing 
2. Re-positioned accuracy class field in the PT test window 
3. Fixed exception error problem when entering meter testing with a blank site loaded (no form, 

no sequence, no nothing) 
4. Added auto-export for Transducer Test Results (for transmitting to WATT-Net) 
5. Separated Ansi Meter Test sequences and Customer Load test sequences 
6. Fixed (divide by zero) error for weighted average logic when loading Customer Load test 

results in Site Report. 
7. Fixed issues with PT Test 
8. PT Test: Fixed issues with screen layout and formatting of the results 
9. Added support for field formats in pop-up keyboard 
10. Site Report: Allow multiple CT tests to be selected 



11. Changed minimum required WE-20 firmware version to 8807.21.  Firmware 8807.21: 

resolves intermittent meter test and standards compare accuracy errors.  The error would be 

visible to the user as a very high accuracy (160 - 200% accuracy) posted to the screen.   

 

• 7.6 05/19/2011 
1. Site Report: Added black&white vector/parallelogram display option for black&white Site 

Report printouts. 
2. Meter Testing: Added more resolution to test frequency for testing smart meters that have 

“brown-out” detection 
3. Standards Compare: Added more resolution to test frequency 
4. Transducer Testing: Added more resolution to test frequency 
5. Advanced Testing: Fixed color problem with Desired Accuracy text 
6. Advanced Testing: Fixed length problem with Service type field  
7. Advanced Testing: Fixed exception error on open if form number field was null 
8. WATT-Net: Fixed connection timing issue 
9. Fixed problem with numeric keypad crashing if user clicked enter without entering any data 

 

• 7.5 04/11/2011 
1. CT Testing: Added test limits (under Options) 
2. Transducer Testing: Include CT/PT ratios from site info when populating fields from site info 
3. Site Information: Added test limits for CT Testing 
4. Site Report: Added weco_sn and standard_sn to Site Report header 
5. Site Report: Added logic to allow for multiple Transducer(s) test results 
6. Site Report: Added Site Report Options -> specifically for Black & White option. 
7. Site Report: Modified "Site Report" to include Transducer Test Results, and added "kh" and 

"watthours" to meter results in Site Report. 
8. Power Quality: Fixed problem with saving/reloading power quality data if the data was not 

selected to be saved 
9. Use Global Export Path & Filename in WATT-Net Export. 
10. Added ability to save (kh, kyz, ky, etc.) to meter test results based on Optics. 
11. Added logic to save weco_sn & standard_sn for test results 

(Meter/CT/PT/Transducer/Harmonic/Metrics/Wiring Check) 
12. Added logic to allow editing of the DataView Format column. 
13. Added funtionality to the "Reset Window Settings" button to delete the "user.config" file.  

Will delete the datawindow percistance info and alway allow default datawindows to be 
loaded. 

14. Fixed logic for Auto import/export WATTNet connection process. 
15. Removed "Rollback Software" button from the Updates, Backups, Restore window. 

 

• 7.4 02/07/2011 
1. Added Transducer Testing 
2. Added Advanced Testing (Utilities->Advanced Testing) 
3. Added a global export path setting (Administration->WE-20 Options) 
4. Added direct WATT-Net export (Administration->View/Edit Test Results) 
5. Added ability for user to load Factory Default DataView settings 
6. Meter Testing: Added Keyboard shortcuts (F2, F5, etc) for meter Testing. 
7. Power Quality: Improved the “Save” dialog 
8. Power Quality: Added voltage and current vector labels to vector diagram  
9. Power Quality: Added support for a z-coil circuit detection 
10. Added 12/3 o'clock, clockwise/counter-clockwise, and lagging/leading options in Vector 

graph in Site Report 
11. Site Information: Added more CT test options 
12. Site Information: Added option for z-coil circuit (2.5 wires) 

• 7.2-7.3 



1. Beta testing for transducer testing and advanced meter testing 

• 7.1  
1. Meter Testing: Added Weighted Average Calculations 
2. Meter Testing: Added ability to modify the column positions (Move the “Optics” or any other 

column to any position by dragging it) 
3. Meter Testing: added buttons to the results columns that when pressed will prompt to “Clear 

Accuracy Results”.  Will simply clear any accuracy results that appear on the screen. 
4. Site Information: Added a “Save As” button to save a copy of an existing site as some other 

site. 
5. Meter Testing: Fixed problem with verifying a phase angle before it was normalized. 

• 7.0 
1. Fixed problem with requiring a probe to run a CT burden test 
2. Meter Testing: Fixed issues with controlling voltage/current/phase 
3. Model 3230: Fixed the Voltage control from M3230 with boost on 
4. Fixed issues with importing/exporting data 
5. Added warning for non-standard sine wave files being used 

• 6.9 
1. Meter Testing: Fixed issues with setting amplifier values (was causing a voltage generation 

problem) 
2. CT Testing: Added a configurable delay in the CT Options to be used to delay the start of 

the test until the probe is completely in place (so readings are not taken before the probe is 
in place) 

3. Standards Compare: Fixed problem with not allowing for full range of values for the phase 
angle. 

4. Auto-Updating: Added functionality to check for updates to custom libraries. 

• 6.8 
1. Site Report: fixed problems with mis-aligning report information. 
2. Added support for ERCOT test report 
3. Meter Testing: Added support for a minimum test current of 10 mA. 
4. Meter Testing: When using a Model 3230 smart shopstand, support a maximum test current 

of 50 amps 
5. Meter Testing: Added support for meter programming from the WE-20 
6. Meter Testing: Improved voltage and current source amplifier control logic to reduce 

“Current out of control” errors. Will also result in more accurate generation of test voltage, 
current, and phase angles. 

7. Various improvements and fixes to improve application stability. 
8. Transducer Testing: ** incomplete ** - Began adding support with a goal for completing by 

the end of January 2010. 
9. Changed minimum required WE-20 firmware version to 8806.01 

• 6.7 
1. Changed minimum required WE-20 firmware version to 8805.03 
2. Meter Testing: Added option to display meter accuracy results in percent error 
3. Meter Teseting: Added Phase Angle and Frequency buttons to meter testing window 
4. Meter Testing: Enabled scrolling in accuracy window during a test 
5. Meter Testing: Added logic to handle entering Kh and Ke values as fractions 
6. Meter Testing: Fixed problem with barcode port getting re-opened at completion of test 

sequence. 
7. Changed the code that checks to verify that only one instance of the application is running 
8. Changed the code that displays the database version in the "About" window - display the 

actually db version instead of what it should be. 
9. Set the WECONT device driver Start value to 1 (should fix the WecoNT driver not loaded 

error)   
10. Maintain connection to WATT-Net while viewing main screen 

• 6.6 
1. Standards Compare: Fixed problem with saving standards compare test results 
2. Hibernation: Fixed initialization problems when returning from Hibernation 



3. Barcode Scanning: Fixed problems with reading in non-printable characters 

• 6.5 
1. Added a Site Report (accessed from the Site Info window or from the 

Administration|View/Edit Test Results window) 
2. Meter Testing: Added support for barcode scanning when a model 3230 socket is connected 
3. Meter Testing: Fixed problem of cancelling a test if the Options button was pressed. 
4. Meter Testing: Fixed problem of not changing service type if a mix of service types were in a 

test sequence. 
5. Standards Compare: Added prompt to save on exit if testing was not saved. 
6. Improved Barcode Label Definition Editor 
7. Fixed comport lockup issue with RD standard communications (WECO95.DLL) 
8. Added fixes for DataView fields with implied decimals. 
9. Added Hibernate to the Shutdown dialog 
10. Added WATT-Net status indicator to the main screen. 
11. Added WECO95.DLL version to the About window 

• 6.4 
1. Removed an attempt to load assembly before adding. Caused problems on embedded XP 

• 6.3 
1. Added code to add assembly files to the GAC (necessary on certain WE-20 systems) 

• 6.2 
1. Added Model 3230 Shopstand support 

• 6.1 
1. Standards Compare: Fixed problem with energizing if form setting was not form 9 
2. Meter Testing: Fixed problem with drop-down DataView fields being covered up by the drop-

down arrow 
3. Meter Test Results: default to the report view 
4. Added option for custom code 

• 6.0 
1. Standards Compare: Added statistics summary (Max, Min, Avg) 
2. Importing: Added option to merge import data with existing data. 
3. Site Information: fixed problem energizing if a blank site was loaded. 
4. Meter Testing: Fixed problem with Demand Test – if user cancel occurred at the end of the 

demand test. 
5. Power Quality: Wiring Check - if service is “unknown”, display “unable to determine” in 

Wiring check field 
6. ReadyTest: Added more descriptive error messages 
 

• 5.9 
1. Support redirecting Com1 to the comport that the RD-30 is connected to.  Used in Utilities-

>External RD Communications 
2. Added code to handle problem with harmonic data using meter emulation.  (symptom: 

harmonic values that are “bouncing around”. 
3. Fixed problem with sending data to WATT-Net.  (Fix for “datawindow is not updatable” error) 

 

• 5.8 
1. Power Quality: Added delete option for archived power quality information 
2. Added WATT-Net Upload information window (visible after information has been uploaded 

to WATT-Net). 
3. CT/PT Testing: Fixed timestamp problem with CT/PT test results 
4. CT/PT Testing: Added paralellogram graph to CT/PT test results editor 
5. Meter Testing: Added sine wave editor (user can select an alternate sine wave for the WE-

20 to use for power generation) 
6. Power Quality: Added option to save Harmonic data as a .COE sine wave table (can be 

used in the sine wave editor so WE-20 can generate same power as captured at a site) 
7. Power Quality: Added support for Leading and Lagging phase angles in Vector display 



8. Meter Test Results: Added Report view. 
9. Fixed problem with reading harmonic data with firmware 07.06.00 
10. Only auto-update firmware if present firmware version is less than required firmware 

version 
11. Adjusted harmonic phase angles to account for reversed current wiring. 

• 5.7 
1. Standards Compare: Fixed problem with AdjustOptics causing bad accuracy for the first test 

step 
2. Standards Compare: Fixed problem with double prompt for Standard Serial Number 
3. Standards Compare: Enable scroll bar during testing so previous rows can be viewed during 

a test 
4. Standards Compare: Fixed problem with not allowing a save of a partial test sequence run 

(can save without running all steps in a sequence) 
5. Power Quality: Fixed problem with saving Harmonic Data before all harmonic data was 

collected 
6. Added Power Quality data transmit to WATT-Net (will require a WATT-Net updated in order 

to view the Power Quality data in WATT-Net). 
7. Test Sequence Editor/Standards Compare Sequence Editor: Made use of drop-down list so 

only one sequence at a time is viewable. 
8. Support RD firmware version 07.08.03 and harmonics to the 60th. 
9. Load the sine table in the correct order 

10. Fixed current control loop for high burden situations. 
11. Corrected a divide by zero error when doing %Fundamental Harmonics 

• 5.6 
1. Power Quality: Fixed issues with detecting a 3 Wire Delta service 
2. Power Quality: Fixed issues with displaying vectors in vector diagram using the minimum 

current setting 
3. Power Quality: Made the direction (rotation) labels and arrows match the radian standard 
4. Meter Testing: Added ReadyTest enhancements 
5. Updated the WE-20 Help 

• 5.5 
1. Meter Testing: Fixed problem with current control loop.  Should fix problem with intermittent 

“Could not control current” error. 

• 5.4 
1. Fixed problem with diconnecting and reconnecting to database causing a database error 
2. Fixed standards compare problem with running in AmpSqrHr, VoltHr, and VoltSqrHr modes 
3. Fixed problem with ReadyTest Wizard opening in Standards Compare mode. 

• 5.3 
1. Power Quality: Worked on detecting Delta services more accuratly 
2. Power Quality: Fixed problem with vector graph not displaying current vectors correclty at 

very low current 
3. Standards Compare: Fixed problems with running Amp Hrs/Volt Hrs standards compare test 
4. Power Quality: Added scrolling to Trend graphs 
5. Meter Testing: Fixed problem with exception error occurring if a zero was entered as the 

desired accuracy for a loss compensation test. 
6. Fixed problem with the PT/CT ratio fields not being wide enough for some ratios. 

• 5.2 
1. Added BNC output options for Tie-Line Testing with redundant external standard 
2. Added options needed for running Customer Load test using a Clamp-on probe 
3. Automated firmware updates 
4. Added ReadyTest enhancements 

• 5.1 
1. Changed the Site Information editor to a collection of tabpages 
2. Added Standard Mode and Reverse Power to available column names in the “edit custom 

structure” window 



3. Added ReadyTest enhancements 

• 5.0 

1. Added Options button to meter testing.  Used for changing test mode, zooming accuracy 

data, running ReadyTest wizard 

2. Fixed logic for wiring check in the Power Quality screen 

3. Set the Calculated Meter DI decimal places equal to the Meter DI decimal places in demand 

test prompt 

4. Fixed problems with the Y axis list in Trend (Power Quality screen) 

5. ReadyTest wizard modifications 

• 4.9 

1. ReadyTest modifications 

2. Added option to view test sequence editors in a free form layout. 

3. Added 600v Voltage Probe calibration utility 

4. Fixed problem with WATT-Net TCP/IP data transfer 

5. Fixed problem with exporting meter test data to WATT-Net format 

6. Added Remote Assistance to Utility screen 

• 4.8 

1. Added Site Image editor/viewer to Site Information functionality. 

2. Fixed problem with standards compare test results when running at high voltage/current 

3. Adjusted Voltage/Current/Phase control to ensure product specifications are met. 

• 4.7 

1. Added CT Parallelogram Graph for CT Testing 

2. Added PT Parallelogram Graph for PT Testing 

3. Added Options for the Vector Graph in Power Quality (under the Options toolbar button in 

the Power Quality window 

4. Fixed problem with Standards Compare Testing not starting a test properly 

5. Fixed problem with the metrics not displaying correctly during Customer Load testing 

• 4.6 

1. Added User-feedback in Utilities for Computer name and TCP/IP address 



2. Fixed View/Edit Test Results Export problem with date-range excluding same day tests and 
same day 'start' & 'end' 

3. Modified ReadyTest to put the meter into creep initially instead of adjustoptics 
4. Don't show zoomed accuracy until test starts (not creep or AO) 
5. Fixed testing forms so that the control box is not visible (minimize, maximize, close buttons) 
6. Added Unload Site Name (revert back to not using Site Information) 
7. Added date/time to trend graph point tips 
8. Made harmonic data and graph initialize faster (should fix problem of progess message 

getting hung at save time) 
9. Set the menutext to lightblue in the "WecoBlue" colorscheme for the windows on-screen 

keyboard 
10. Moved setting of manufactuer in AnsiSetup until after the instance was created. 
11. Fixed lockup problem if WE-20 was sitting idle on the main screen 

 

• 4.5 
1. Fixed problems with production unit CT Testing 


